SESSIONS
The Well-Balanced Student
Participants will hear the latest research on student health and well-being in K-12 schools,
identify sources of distress and disengagement at their school sites, and discuss root causes,
symptoms, and concrete strategies for improving student health and engagement.

Making Homework Work
Homework is a hot topic today. This workshop examines critical questions for educators to
consider: What is the purpose of homework? How much homework is appropriate? What is the
difference between rigor and load? In this workshop, you’ll discuss the latest research and best
practices for creating effective homework assignments and policies.

Design Thinking Sprint
Heard of Design Thinking but not sure how to leverage it for school change? In this interactive
workshop, you will explore how this human-centered methodology can help your school or
district address the wicked problems it faces.

Listening In: Engaging Community in School Change
It’s hard to reform policies and practices without stakeholder buy-in. Explore strategies to
garner support and solicit multi-constituent voices, and discuss specific tools designed to
facilitate meaningful engagement such as Dialogue Nights and Shadow Days.
Participants will attend 3 of 4 sessions
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